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WHAT'S HAPPENING
AT BOAHB?
April Progress Report
Welcome to my Newsletter!
April 2015 Progress
Moving forward It is Action Time!
Your Progress did I make this month?

In 2013, after 17 years in a Homebased business, I thought I would
go out and help others set up their
dream home businesses at
boahb.com.
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In April I made decisions to create my
own course websites using my
private label rights that I have
created using a ValueAddon.com
technology where all I do is upload
the videos, add text documents etc
and connect the website to STRIPE
and JVZOO (if I wish) for payment. No
having to figure out what link goes
where , just press a button. I got up
My Personal Style course finished
except for the sales video. Then I

realized that it was a high value
course that needed a low end item to
sell people into it. So, i started
working on a few more themed
courses which I can talk about next
month.
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Tips for Overcoming Adversity

In many ways, life seems to be one trial after another. Our biggest task is to successfully navigate
these trials. The exact hurdles will differ from person to person. We all have challenges, though.
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Some of us seem tto
o hav
havee an unc
uncann
annyy abilit
abilityy tto
o suc
succcessfully deal with an
anyy obstacle
obstacle,, while others
stru
strug
ggle
gle.. We can all learn to be part of the former group.

Try these tips to make overcoming adversity easier:

1. Practice acceptance. Many of us choose to practice avoidance, which only allows the
challenge to grow in size and complexity. You’re taking the first step toward victory if you
can accept what’s happening in your life.

• It’s har
hard
d tto
o find a solution if yyou
ou rrefuse
efuse tto
o ack
ackno
nowledge
wledge that ther
theree’s an issue
issue..
1. Consider the advantages of the situation. It’s not easy to find the bright side of
challenging times. But, focusing on the negative only makes the situation more difficult.
Your efforts at positive thinking might feel a bit contrived at first, but the habit will feel
more natural in time. Simply ask yourself, “What is the advantage of this situation?”
2. Use all of your available resources. Consider all the resources you have available to you.

• Friends and ffamily
amily:: You may feel like isolating yourself when you’re struggling, but
spending time with those that care about you can make the tough times much easier. If
you
ou’’re lack
lacking
ing a go
goo
od supp
suppor
ortt syst
system,
em, no
now
w is the time tto
o str
strengthen
engthen existing ties and for
forge
ge new
ones
ones..
• Ask for help: Many people feel as if it’s rude to just offer their assistance. They’re waiting for
you to ask! So ask and get the help you need. It’s surprising how many people are willing
to help, if you’ll just make the request.
• Utiliz
tilizee yyour
our inner rresour
esourcces: Be determined to find a solution. Practice having faith and
confidence in yourself. If you believe everything will work out, it usually will. You largely
get what you expect.

1. Focus on solutions. When you focus on something, it tends to magnify it in your mind, so
avoid spotlighting the negative ramifications of your situation. Instead, focus on finding
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and executing a solution. Just take it step by step. You’ll overcome your challenge before
you know it.

• The solution to your challenge can often involve unpleasant steps, such as ending a
relationship or picking up a second job. The kkey
ey is tto
o visu
visualiz
alizee a p
positiv
ositivee out
outccome and simply
do the w
work
ork rrequir
equired
ed.. Just keep the outcome in mind.
1. Be persistent. Few challenges can withstand persistence. If yyou
ou apply yyour
our b
best
est solution
and things don
don’’t w
work
ork out, adjust yyour
our appr
approach
oach and kkeep
eep mo
moving
ving for
forw
war
ard
d. It will probably
take less effort and time than you think to turn things around. Persistence is paramount to
any success.

1. Consider those that have been successful and faced greater adversity. The world is full
of examples of individuals who have overcome amazing odds.

• Helen Keller became both blind and deaf at a very young age. However, she became a
highly educated and influential woman at a time when very few women were able to
pursue higher education.

We all face the challenges of adversity on a regular basis. The most suc
succcessful p
people
eople ar
aree able tto
o deal
with adv
adversit
ersityy with a minimal amount of self-gener
self-generat
ated
ed mental dr
drama.
ama. Simply stay focused on
executing possible solutions, and utilize all of your available resources. Since overcoming adversity
is a continual part of life, it’s beneficial to become good at it!
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